The fixation of major chromosomal rearrangements with a heterozygote disadvantage is modelled as a simple example of Wright's shifting balance process of evolution in a strongly subdivided population. Chromosomal mutations with an inferior heterozygote become fixed in a local population (or deme) by random genetic drift and spreafi by migration and colonization. Wright postulated a process of selective diffusion in which the numbers of emigrants and colonizers dispersed from a deme increase with the mean fitness of individuals in it. The present models show that interdeme selection during the spread of a mutation depends more on the capacity of the mutant to invade and become established in other demes than on selective diffusion, unless there is rapid local extinction and colonization. The intensity of interdeme selection is reduced by random local extinction and colonization, and when these processes are rapid (with no selective diffusion) the expected fixation rate of spontaneous mutations with a heterozygote disadvantage approaches that in a single isolated deme. Local extinction and colonization, and selection on the homozygotes, accelerate the spread of chromosomal mutations which are destined to be fixed.
INTRODUCTION
The shifting balance theory of evolution developed by Wright (1931 Wright ( , 1932 Wright ( , 1940 Wright ( , 1949 Wright ( , 1970 Wright ( , 1977 concerns the origin and spread of novel adaptations in geographically subdivided populations.
The interaction of many genetic and environmental factors producing an intermediate optimum phenotype for a set of characters of an organism implies a large number of adaptive gene combinations, because many different genotypes can produce nearly the same optimum phenotype, with only minor differences in phenotype due to pleiotropic effects of the genes. There may also be more than one optimum phenotype or ecological niche available to a population. In Wright's conception a population is represented as a point on a multidimensional surface with many peaks and valleys. The height of this adaptive landscape is the mean fitness of individuals in the population, and the other dimensions are gene frequencies. Selection in a large population always moves the population uphill on the adaptive landscape, increasing the mean fitness, provided that the selective forces on pairs of genetic factors are weaker than their recombination rates so that genes at different loci are approximately combined at random in the population (near linkage equilibrium). The mean fitness in a population actually tends to increase under more general conditions (Nagylaki, 1976 chapter 8; Ewens, 1977 chapter 6) .
To allow continuing adaptation by the attainment of new and higher adaptive peaks, Wright (1931 Wright ( , 1932 Wright ( , 1940 ) postulated a trial and error process of random genetic drift in small local populations (colonies or demes) which exchange at most a few migrants per generation with other local populations. Mutation and migration between genetically different populations maintain genetic variability within demes, one of which may occasionally move by random genetic drift away from an old adaptive peak and come under the influence of a new and possibly higher adaptive peak. Once an improved adaptation has been achieved by a local population, through selective diffusion this deme may disperse more migrants and colonists than other demes, thus imparting a further advantage in the spread of the novel adaptation by interdeme selection (Wright, 1940; 1970; Wright's shifting balance theory of evolution contains many complexities, the theoretical consequences of which have never been analyzed in detail. One of these is the problem of spreading a polygenic adaptation by the selective diffusion of rare migrants into existing colonies where, upon crossing, they will be broken up by recombination (Wright, 1949) . This difficulty is partially circumvented by major chromosomal rearrangements, such as centric fusions which link previously unlinked genes, and especially by inversions which suppress recombination within and around the inverted region.
However, in most outcrossing species major chromosomal rearrangements such as Iarg inversions, centric fusions and fissions, and reciprocal translocations usually suffer a substantial heterozygote disadvantage due to the production of aneuploid gametes. Consequently they are selected against when in the minority and favored when in the majority (Wright, 1940; 1941) . Exceptions to this rule are small inversions or centric fusions between telocentric chromosomes of nearly equal length, and paracentric inversions in Diptera, which consistently produce normal gametes (White, 1973) .
The spontaneous rates of occurrence of different types of chromosomal rearrangements are of similar magnitude in a variety of species, around io-to l0 per gamete per generation, with reciprocal translocatioris tending to predominate over inversions when the number of chromosomes is large (Lande, 1979) . But in species which are predominantly outcrossing the fixation rate of inversions and centric fusions and fissions is much higher than that of reciprocal translocations. This is largely because the heterozygote disadvantage of reciprocal translocations, around 50 per cent, is much greater than that for most inversions and fusions or fissions, around a few to several per cent (Sturtevant, 1938; Spieth and Heed, 1972) . Closely related species often differ by large inversions and asymmetrical fusions which appear to have created an appreciable frequency of aneuploid gametes in heterozygotes (White, 1973; . The average fixation rate of major chromosomal rearrangements is about l0-to l0 per generation in vertebrate lineages, and roughly an order of magnitude slower in invertebrates (Bush et a!., 1977; Lande, 1979; Imai et a!., 1983) .
To account for the spread and fixation of major chromosomal rearrangements which produce a substantial proportion of aneuploid gametes when heterozygous, it is necessary to postulate either (1) a deterministic advantage sufficient to outweigh the heterozygote disadvantage, such as selection on position effects, meiotic drive, or linkage with a favorable combination of genes, or (2) stochastic processes such as local establishment at high frequency by random genetic drift and spread by migration and colonization. Wright (1940; 1941) emphasized that small effective sizes of local populations facilitate the fixation of major chromosomal rearrangements with a substantial heterozygote disadvantage. Random genetic drift provides a mechanism for the local fixation of rearrangements whch are deleterious when rare but advantageous when common. Wright (1940) noted that in geographical regions where local populations are subject to frequent extinction and recolonization by a few individuals from a neighboring colony, the effective size of local populations may be much smaller than their average actual size, and that after sufficient time all of the colonies in a wide area are likely to be descended from a single ancestral colony. Formalizing this model, Lande (1979) showed that in a strongly subdivided population with local extinction and recolonization from a neighboring colony the expected fixation rate of strictly underdominant mutations is determined by the effective size of local populations and is independent of the number of colonies. Lande also argued that for mutations with a substantial heterozygote disadvantage high rates of local extinction and recolonization accelerate the spread of a rearrangement in homozygous forms. Rapid local extinction and colonization has been observed in many species across all or part of their geographical range, often at rates in the range of 10 to 10' per generation (Simberloff, 1974; Schoener, 1983; Diamond, 1984) . Even in species with large stable central populations, local extinction and colonization may often occur at the species borders with fluctuations in weather and the densities of interacting species, or at least once every 5 x io years during the Pleistocene glaciations. Slatkin (1977) and Maruyama and Kimura (1980) modeled the maintenance of selectively neutral variation by mutation in a subdivided population with local extinction and colonization. Nagylaki (1980) , Slatkin (1981) and Maruyama (1974 Maruyama ( , 1983 analyzed the spread of a selected mutation in a subdivided population. All of the previous models have neglected one or more of the potentially important mechanisms in Wright's shifting balance theory. In particular, there have been no stochastic models of the process of selective diffusion, in which the local populations with the highest mean fitness gain an advantage in interdeme selection by dispersing more emigrants and colonizers. The present paper outlines a simple model of Wright's shifting balance theory applied to the evolution of major chromosomal rearrangements.
DETERMINISTIC MODELS
In a large population distributed with a uniform density in space a rare mutant gene with an advantage both as a heterozygote and a homozygote will spread through the population in a deterministic wave of advance first described by Fisher (1937) . In contrast, a mutation with a heterozygote disadvantage and a homozygote advantage cannot spread through a continuously distributed population unless it is initially established at a high frequency in a local region of sufficient size (Fife and McLeod, 1977; Aronson and Weinberger, 1978; Barton, 1979) . Furthermore, the wave of advance of an advantageous underdominant mutation cannot pass through a major barrier to gene flow or a region of low population density (Bazykin, 1969; Barton, 1979) . This occurs because when migration rates between two adjacent regions are low the mutation is initially rare when crossing the boundary and is kept rare by selection against heterozygotes. Thus, strongly subdivided population structures which favor the local establishment of underdominant mutations by random genetic drift are not conducive to their spread by deterministic processes.
The effect of a barrier to migration in preventing the spread of an underdominant gene can be illustrated most simply in the case of an advantageous mutant genotype invading an island on which an inferior homozygote is initially fixed. A proportion m of the island population is replaced each generation by advantageous mutant homozygotes. Mating is assumed to be at random on the island, with overlapping generations. Ignoring departures from Hardy-Weinberg frequencies of the genotypes by assuming that selection and migration are weak, the rate of change of the frequency of the advantageous mutation on the island is approximately dp/dt =p(l -p) [-s(l -2p) (lb) The smaller of the last two solutions is a stable equilibrium which would be achieved starting from a low frequency of the mutant on the island, and the larger of the two solutions is an unstable equilibrium. For migration rates lower than the threshold value, m <s/8( 1 + s'/2s), both of the equilibria in (ib) exist and the advantageous mutation cannot invade the island population. 
Provided that the migration rate is much less than the heterozygote disadvantage (m << 2 mm [s, s + s']) the equilibrium frequency of the mutant gene arrangement in any given colony is significantly influenced by only one of its nearest neighbors. Starting at the boundary between the races and sequentially solving for the chromosome frequency in each colony gives the equilibrium geographical pattern as approximately
There is a large discontinuity in the frequency of the underdominant mutation at the boundary between the races, with a geometric decrease in the frequency of the rare chromosomal arrangement on each side of the boundary. The stability of this equilibrium to small perturbations is guaranteed by Karlin and McGregor's (1972) theory of small parameters, since the initial condition is a stable equilibrium in the absence of migration.
(1 a)
From these simple models it appears that temporal changes in population structure would favor the initial establishment of underdominant mutations by random genetic drift in a local population and their subsequent rapid spread to other regions.
These could consist either of large and possibly synchronous fluctuations in population density over a wide area so that periods of population subdivision alternate with periods of continuous distribution, or permanent subdivision with rapid local extinction and colonization (Wright, 1931; 1940; 1970) . The latter type of population structure is analyzed here to assess the potential for evolution of adaptive underdominant mutations in a strongly subdivided population.
STOCHASTIC MODELS (I) Assumptions
In a subdivided population composed of colonies or demes of effective size N and average actual size N mating is assumed to be random within each colony, except that in each generation a small proportion m of the individuals in each colony are replaced by migrants. For major chromosomal rearrangements with an inferior heterozygote, which are deleterious when rare, each colony will tend to maintain one karyotype in high frequency with rare variants introduced by mutation and immigration. Assuming that every spontaneous rearrangement is one not currently existing in the population, the fixation of a particular rearrangement in a strongly subdivided population can be separated into two events: (1) spontaneous occurrence and fixation or establishment at a stable high frequency in a single colony by random genetic drift and natural selection, and (2) spread to other areas by invasion of existing colonies and founding of new colonies. Following a local extinction, recolonization is accomplished by individuals from a single neighboring colony, which allows underdominant mutations to spread in homozygous form instead of by immigration and random genetic drift against the force of selection in every colony.
A description of this type requires the condition that the expected time a mutation segregates on the way to fixation (or establishment) within a colony in much less than the expected time between the arrival of immigrant genotypes destined to be established. The great majority of mutations with an appreciable heterozygote disadvantage are expected to be lost within a few or several generations, whereas the expected number of generations during which such mutations segregate on the way to fixation is less than that for a selectively neutral mutation, 4Ne (Kimura and Ohta, 1969; Lande, 1979) . Letting U represent the probability of local fixation or establishment of a new mutation in a single colony, the expected time between the arrival of immigrant mutations destined to be established can be as great as l/(2NmU) only if all immigrant gene arrangements are not of the prevailing type in the colony. Since the probability of local fixation or establishment of an underdominant mutant is less than that for a neutral mutation, U < 1/2 N, the foregoing condition will be satisfied if the effective number of immigrant individuals entering a colony is much less than one per four generations on average, Nm < . This degree of genetic isolation between colonies is sufficient for immigration to be negligible in calculating the fixation or establishment probability of a single mutation introduced into a colony (Lande, 1979) . Similarly we suppose that the spontaneous rearrangement rate for any region of the genome is low, Na << , so that different rearrangements of the same chromosome segregating within a colony do not interfere with each other (Guess and Ewens, 1972) .
The effective size of a local population, N, may be considerably smaller than the average actual size, N, especially when there are marked fluctuations in numbers with time (Wright, 1931; 1969 chapter 8) . Reduction of population size through recolonization by a few individuals from a neighboring colony would also contribute to reducing Ne so that frequent local extinction and colonization may be associated with small effective sizes of local populations (Wright, 1940) .
Two models for the spatial configuration of the population will be analyzed. These are the circular stepping stone model, in which the colonies are arranged in a circle and migrants are exchanged only between adjacent pairs of colonies, and the island model in which migrants disperse randomly to all colonies. At first it is assumed that regardless of genotypic composition, each colony sends out the same number of emigrants as any other colony; later this assumption is relaxed when the number of emigrants from a colony is taken to be proportional to the mean fitness of individuals in it. These alternative forms of dispersal correspond to models of "soft" and "hard" selection (Christiansen, 1975) , which respectively describe local versus global resource limitation of population density.
(ii) Probabilities and rates of fixation In both the circular stepping stone model and the island model colonies are interchangeable, in that the probability of fixation of a new mutant does not depend on the colony in which it arises. The expected fixation rate per generation of a class of chromosomal rearrangements with the same selection coefficients can be written for both models as r=RnP.
In this formula n is the number of colonies and R is the rate of local fixation or establishment by spontaneous rearrangements in a single colony. P is the probability that a given rearrangement which is initially fixed or established in a single colony will spread and become completely fixed in the entire population. Because the colonies are interchangeable in the sense described above, it is evident that when there is no selection for or against rearrangement homozygotes each colony has an equal chance of spreading its gene arrangement throughout the entire population, hence P = 1/n and the expected fixation rate in the entire population is equal to that in a single isolated colony, r= R (Lande, 1979; Slatkin, 1981) . In general nP is the probability of complete fixation of a mutation which is initially fixed or established at high frequency in a single colony, relative to that of a strictly underdominant (or neutral) mutation for which the two homozygotes are equally fit.
The rate of local fixation or establishment of new rearrangements within a colony is equal to the number of spontaneous rearrangements, 2N, times the probability of local fixation or establishment starting from a single mutant, U, R =2 Njs U in which is the spontaneous rate for a class of rearrangements with the same selection coefficients. A formula for the fixation probability of a new mutation in a single population was given by Kimura (1962 Kimura ( , 1964 ,
When selection on underdominant mutations is not very strong the numerator in (3c) can be approximated as l/2N and the denominator can be evaluated to yield (2/N) exp{_Ns2/bh/Neb/7r erf {(s + S')'INe/ b} + erf {S1Ne/b} in _which b=s+s'/2 and erf{k}= (2/Iir) J exp {-y2}dy is tabulated in Abramowitz and Stegun (1972) . It now remains to calculate the probability, P, that a mutation will spread and reach complete fixation, given that it is initially fixed or established in a single colony.
(3 With low migration rates (Nem << ) the probaa, bility that the genotype of an immigrant homozygous for a mutant chromosomal arrangement will become fixed or established at a high stable frequency in a colony where the standard arrangement prevails is from diffusion theory (Kimura, 1962; 1964) 11/N /11
( 1 0 When individual selection on the mutant is not very strong this is approximately 2 U, which is twice the probability of local fixation starting from one copy of the mutation. 
Under the assumption of weak individual selection this is approximately 2U exp {2NeS'} (Slatkin, 1981) . The probability of successful invasion and fixation or establishment of a migrant genotype in a colony of a different genotype will be referred to as the invasiveness of the migrant genotype.
With migration and/or local extinction and recolonization in a strongly subdivided population (Nm<<), the spread of a mutation which has become fixed or established in a single colony is nearly equivalent to a random walk on the number of colonies in which the mutant is fixed or established (Lande, 1979; Slatkin, 1981) . The relative rates of increasing and decreasing the number of colonies in which a mutation is fixed or established, denoted respectively as u and v, determine the probability of fixation in the entire population starting from fixation or establishment in a single deme: P = 1/n if u = v as stated above, and from Slatkin (1981) P=
The forward and reverse transition rates u and v will now be specified for different patterns of (3d) selection. Soft selection. First consider a circular array of n colonies, with migration between them at a rate of m per individual per generation so that Nm/2 individuals are exchanged between every adjacent pair of colonies each generation. In this model of "soft" selection all colonies are assumed to be where (3c) equivalent in terms of the number of emigrants and colonizers dispersed per generation. Each colony also becomes extinct with probability A per generation, and there is an equal chance of being recolonized by individuals from either of the two adjacent colonies. A chromosomal mutation which is initially established at high frequency in a single colony can spread in two directions in the circular array of colonies. Assuming that the rates of successful invasion and establishment by migrants, 2NmU and 2NmU exp {-2N,s}, and the rate of local extinction and recolonization, A, are each much smaller than unity the forward and reverse transition rates for the number of demes in which a particular mutant predominates are approxi-
(5b)
When extinction and colonization are slow compared to spread of genotypes by invasion of existing demes, the ratio v/u approaches exp {-2NS'} as found by Slatkin (1981) . When random extinction and recolonization is relatively rapid the ratio v/u approaches unity, P approaches 1 / n, and from (3a) the fixation rate in the entire population approaches that in a single deme. A large number of demes promotes apparent interdeme selection in favor of the most advantageous homozygote, hut a high rate of random local extinction and recolonization decreases the intensity of interdeme selection. These features of the model are shown numerically in table I.
In the island model with "soft" selection, migration occurs at random among every pair of colonies. Each colony becomes extinct with probability A per generation and is recolonized at random from a pool of colonizing propagules to which each colony in the population contributes equally. The rates of increase and decrease in the number of colonies in which a mutant is fixed or established at high frequency are nX(l -X) times those in the circular stepping stone model, where X is the proportion of colonies in which a particular mutant is fixed or established. The ratio v/u and the probability P are thus the same in both models of population structure. Slatkin (1981) previously showed that the fixation probability of a new mutant in a strongly subdivided population is independent of its geographical structure, provided that the matrix of migration rates among the colonies is symmetric. Hard seleclion. Wright's shifting balance theory of evolution postulates a process of "selective diffusion" in which demes containing individuals Table 1 The probability of complete fixation of a mutation which is initially fixed in one colony, relative to that of a strictly underdominant (or neutral) mutation, nP. Selection is "soft" so that the number of emigrants and colonizing propagules dispersed from a colony is independent of its genotypic composition. The number of colonies is n and the rate of local extinction and recolonization is A per with a relatively high mean fitness disperse more migrants, and more colonizing propagules, than the average deme. In models of "hard" selection the number of emigrants from a local population is assumed to be simply proportional to the mean fitness of individuals in it. For the circular stepping stone model of population structure the rates of increase and decrease in the number of demes in which a mutation is fixed or established are then approximately
The quantity dividing A in these expressions is a normalization factor that guarantees the rate of recolonization is equal to the rate of local extinction, which is assumed to be independent of the genotypic composition of a deme. However, in the present model of hard selection the average migration rate between colonies is allowed to change as a mutation spreads through the population. The detailed mechanism by which the numbers of migrants and colonizers are regulated under hard selection makes little difference in the probability of complete fixation, provided that selection on the mutant homozygote is weak, s'I* I, in which case the ratio v/u is approximately I/(l + s') times as large as under soft selection. In the island model of population structure the transition rates for the number of demes occupied by a mutation are nX(I -X) times as large as in the foregoing equations.
In both the circular stepping stone and island models with selective diffusion, high rates of local extinction and colonization produce a ratio v/u approaching 1/(l+s') instead of unity as under soft selection, because relative rates of recolonization differ in local populations where different genotypes prevail. This provides a further advantage in interdeme selection to demes in which an individually advantageous mutation is fixed or established at high frequency. Numerical examples of fixation probabilities of a mutation initially fixed or established in a single deme and which can spread by selective diffusion are given in table 2. Table 2 The probability of complete fixation of a mutation which is initially fixed in one colony, relative to that of a strictly underdominant (or neutral) mutation, nP. There is selective diffusion ("hard" selection) such that the number of emigrants and colonizing propagules dispersed from a colony is proportional to the mean fitness of individuals in it. Other parameters are the same as in table I
Mutant homozygote disadvantage (a' = -001) Comparison of tables 1 and 2 for soft and hard selection demonstrates that selective diffusion increases the apparent intensity of interdeme selection. However, even with selective diffusion ("hard" selection) the apparent interdeme selection is attributable mainly to differences in the invasiveness of the mutant and standard homozygotes, rather than differential productivity of the demes, unless the rate of local extinction and colonization is much higher than the rate of spread by migration into existing demes.
(iii) Expected time to fixation Strict underdominance. When the mutant and wild type homozygotes are equally fit (s'=O), there is little distinction between "soft" and "hard" selection on underdominant mutations in a strongly subdivided population, since each of the colonies will be nearly homozygous almost all of the time.
In this case there is equality of the rates of forward and reverse transitions in the number of demes where a particular mutation is fixed or established at high frequency. In the circular stepping stone model u = v =2NmU+A, and in the island model these rates are nX(l -X) times as large, where X is the proportion of demes in which a particular mutation is fixed or established. For both geographical structures P = I / n and the fixation rate of strictly underdominant mutations in the entire population is approximately the same as that in a single deme, r = R. A formula from diffusion theory developed by Kimura and Ohta (1969) can be employed to calculate the expected number of generations until complete fixation of a mutant starting from local fixation or establishment at high frequency in a single deme (Slatkin, 1981) , using the mean and variance of the change per generation in X, the proportion of demes in which a particular mutant is fixed or established at high frequency, as 0 and 8NmU/n2 respectively in the circular stepping stone model, and nX(l -X) times as large in the and for the island model
The expected time to complete fixation of a strictly underdominant mutation is faster in the island model than in the circular stepping stone model when n 12. In both models of the geographical structure of the population, increasing the rate of local extinction and colonization can markedly accelerate the spread of a strictly underdominant mutation which is destined to be completely fixed. Selection on homozygotes. When there is appreciable selection for or against the mutant homozygote and the number of demes is not very small (n 10 and Ns'> 1), with no extinction and colonization (A =0), the expected number of generations until complete fixation of a mutant which is initially fixed in a single deme can be obtained from Kimura and Ohta's (1969) (7) and (8) 
DISCUSSION
Local fixation or establishment of an underdominant mutation (with a substantial heterozygote disadvantage), such as a major chromosomal rearrangement, has an appreciable chance of occurring by random genetic drift only in a strongly subdivided population with small, nearly isolated demes (Wright, 1941 Lande, 1979 . However, an underdominant mutation with a homozygote advantage cannot spread by a deterministic wave of advance through a strongly subdivided population once it is locally established at high frequency (Bazykin, 1969; Barton, 1979 ; and see equations I and 2 above). Wright (1931 Wright ( , 1940 Wright ( , 1970 discussed the importance of a fluctuating population structure, including alternating low and high density (spatial subdivision versus continuity) and local extinction and recolonization, to facilitate the shift of a widespread population from one adaptive peak to another possibly higher one.
The evolution of major chromosomal rear- (8a) rangements in a strongly subdivided population with local extinction and colonization provides a simple example of Wright's shifting balance process, since every spontaneous rearrangement with a heterozygote disadvantage creates a new adaptive peak for the population which can be attained by: (I) random genetic drift across an adaptive valley, (2) selection up the new peak, and (3) spread by migration and colonization. The third phase of Wright's shifting balance process involves interdeme selection by selective diffusion in which demes containing individuals with relatively high mean fitness disperse more emigrants and colonizers than other demes.
An assessment of the shifting balance theory of evolution has been difficult because of the lack of stochastic models of interdeme selection involving selective diffusion. The present models incorporate random local extinction, and recolonization by individuals from a single neighboring deme as described by Wright (1940 Wright ( , 1941 . This conforms to the "propagule pool" model of recolonization, which is more conducive to interdeme selection than the "migrant pool" model where colonizing groups are formed from a random sample of the entire population (Wade, 1978) .
Under "soft" selection each deme is assumed to disperse the same numbers of emigrants and colonizers, and any apparent interdeme selection (manifest as differential survival or proliferation of genotypes from different demes) is a direct outcome of individual selection and the stochastic processes of random genetic drift and random local extinction and recolonization, Equations (4) and (5) and the numerical examples in table 1 show that with soft selection the fixation probability of an advantageous underdominant mutation which is initially fixed in a single deme can greatly exceed that of a strictly underdominant (or neutral) mutant, especially when there are many demes in the population. Thus in a large, strongly subdivided population apparently intense interdeme selection can occur even in the absence of selective diffusion, due to the different invasiveness of the genotypes, i.e., variation in the ability of genotypes to invade and become fixed or established at high frequency in demes of another genotype. This mechanism of interdeme selection (the third phase in the shifting balance process), has been briefly referred to by Wright (1970, p. 20) , who states that "selective peaks . . . of significance in phase 3 are those characterized by rapid population growth and high dispersive and invasive capacities".
With selective diffusion or "hard" selection the numbers of emigrants and colonizing propagules dispersed from a deme are assumed to be proportional to the mean fitness of individuals in the deme. In this case an advantageous underdominant mutation which is initially fixed in a single deme has a greater chance of spreading throughout a strongly subdivided population than a strictly underdominant (or neutral) mutant, not only because of the greater invasiveness of the advantageous mutant homozygote, but also because of the dispersal of more emigrants and a higher rate of recolonizing neighboring demes which become extinct. Comparison of formulae (6) and (7) and tables I and 2 reveals however that the extra advantage in interdeme selection produced by selective diffusion is not very great unless there are many demes with frequent local extinction and recolonization. Therefore in many situations the spread of an underdominant mutation with a homozygote advantage may be attributable more to its high invasive capacity than to selective diffusion.
In both soft and hard selection regimes the fixation probability of a mutation in a strongly subdivided population is independent of the geographical structure of the population, as shown by Slatkin (1981) for populations under soft selection with a symmetric migration matrix and no extinction or colonization. High rates of random local extinction and recolonization dramatically decrease the apparent intensity of interdeme selection, whether selection is soft or hard. With soft selection and rapid local extinction and recolonization the expected fixation rate of spontaneous mutations in the entire population approaches that in a single isolated deme, as implied by Wright (1940) and argued by Lande (1979) . Under hard selection, with selective diffusion influencing the recolonization process, rapid local extinction and colonization decrease the intensity of interdeme selection, but the fixation rate of underdominant mutations in the entire population does not approach that in a single deme. Nevertheless, even with selective diffusion the effective size of a strongly subdivided population with respect to the fixation of major chromosomal rearrangements may be orders of magnitude smaller than the average actual size.
Following the initial fixation or establishment in one deme, the further spread of a strictly underdominant mutation destined to be fixed in the entire population is greatly accelerated by rapid local extinction and colonization, which allows underdominant mutations to spread in homozygous form instead of by migration and random genetic drift against the force of natural selection when rare in each deme (equations 7). Natural selection for or against the mutant homozygote also markedly accelerates the spread of an underdominant mutation which is destined to be completely fixed (equations 8).
